Facilities Notice

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Saunders Building
PO Box 1700 STN CSC Victoria BC V8W 2Y2 Canada

Title: Engineering Computer Science (ECS) - Tray Infill Project
Scaffolding removal and temporary storage - UPDATE

Location: ECS atrium

Description: UPDATE: extended time frame
Facilities Management and Aral Construction (Prime Contractor) will remove part of the scaffolding used for the Tray Infill project and temporarily store it on ECS level 1 as shown on the attached drawings.

Removal will be coordinated with course schedules to minimize noise disruption. All emergency exit routes will be maintained.

Time frame: May 26 through May 28, 2021 (inclusive), May 31, 2021 and June 1, 2021, from 4 pm to midnight each day

FMGT contact: Scott Kingham, Project Manager

Email address: skingham@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-507-3146